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Operating instructions
CNC Motion Controller: AC-CNC2017-2S (REV03)
Dear customer, thank you for choosing our product.
All our products are checked and subject to the controls of our
Quality assurance. We therefore guarantee that our products are free of
Defects in materials and workmanship.

Please read the safety instructions under 5.0 before you begin the work carefully.
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1.0 Instructions for self-builders
CNC Motion Controller: AC-CNC2017-2S (REV03)

1.1 You need Help?
You have chosen a kit.
If you have any concerns, we can also offer you the assembly of the components at
this point in time. Just send us an email with your request to: Info@arduinoclub.de.
Everything else is then clarified.

1.2 Note
This kit was built and tested many times as a prototype before go to production. Only when
optimum quality is achieved in terms of function and operational safety, it is released for the
series.
In order to achieve a certain functional safety during the construction of the controller, the
entire structure was share down into two stages:
1. Stage I: 2.1 Assembly the components
2. Stage II: 3.0 Functional test
When soldering the components, make sure that they are soldered to the board (if not
indicated otherwise) without distance to the PCB.
All protruding connection wires are cut off directly above the solder.
Since this kit is sometimes very small or narrow spaced pads (solder danger), it is only
possible to solder here with a soldering iron with a small soldering tip. Solder carefully.

2.0 Soldering instructions
1. When soldering electronic circuits, never use Soldering water or soldering grease.
these contain acid, which destroys components and traces.
2. Use as soldering material only PB38SN60CU2 (lead 28%, tin 60%, copper 2%) with a
rosin core which also serves as a flux.
3. Use a small soldering iron with a maximum of 30 watts of power.
4. The soldering must be done quickly, too long soldering destroys the components by
excessive heat..
The maximum temperature is 250 °c for 5 seconds per pad.
5. The cleanliness of the soldering tip is essential for a good soldering result.
6. After each soldering, clean the soldering tip with a damp sponge or a silicone wiper.
7. After soldering, protruding connection wires are cut directly above the solder with a
side or flat cutter.
8. After the fitting, always check each circuit again to make sure that all components are
correctly inserted and poled. Also check whether connections or conductors with tin
were accidentally bridged. This can lead not only to malfunctions, but also to the
destruction of the components.
9. Please note that improper solder joints, wrong connections, incorrect operation and
assembly errors are outside our sphere of influence.
10. Be sure to observe the safety instructions under point 5.0!

2.1 Scope of delivery and required tool

2.1.1 Scope of delivery:
● 5 pieces optocoupler with 4 connections
● 1 piece optocoupler 16 connections
● 1 piece DC-DC Converter, set to +5V
● 1 piece Precision Potentiometers
● 2 pieces 15-pin female socket
● 4 pieces one pole pin bar (Possibly pre-assembled)
● 1 piece of LED ø3mm
● 12 pieces screw terminals, dual pole
● 2 pieces Screw Terminals, three pole
● 1 piece Capacitor
● 1 piece 5V Arduino Nano V 3
● 1 piece professional produced PCB with pre-installed SMD components
2.1.2 Required Tools:
● Soldering iron (30 watts)
● Soldering Tin ø0.5mm (e.g. Pb38Sn60Cu2) or equivalent.
● Side- or flat Cutter
● Well would also be a breadboard

2.2 Assembly of components

All parts are marked on the top of the board.
Now proceed as follows:
1.

Insert the two 15-pin socket on the Arduino nano

Figure 2.2.1

2. Place all Optocoupler and the 16-legged optocoupler as in
Figure 2.2.2 shown on the board and solder it.

Figure 2.2.2

3. Now place all screw terminals as shown in Figure 2.2.3 on the board and solder them.

Figure 2.2.3

4. Now place the LED on the PCB, attention check the polarity,
5. the longer leg of the LED is the anode (+) and solder it.

Figure 2.2.4

6. Now place the capacitor on the PCB, look the correct polarity, and solder it.

Figure 2.2.5

7. Now plug the Arduino Nano with the socket onto the board and solder it.
After soldering, please remove the Nano from the PCB!

Figure 2.2.6

8. Place the precision potentiometer on the PCB as shown in Figure 2.2.7 and solder it.

Figure 2.2.7

9. Now solder the four one pin strips at the corner on the DC-DC converter. If you have a
breadboard, you can do this to help you place the pins straight. If the solder are
already soldered, you can proceed to step 9.

Figure 2.2.8

10. Now place the DC-DC converter as shown in Figure 2.2.9 on the PCB,
11. Check the right polarity (inputs and output) and solder them.

Figure 2.2.9

12. Shorten the protruding legs of the LED, capacitor,precision potentiometer
and DC-DC converter.
13. Perform a conscientious visual check and watch for any short circuits!

3.0 Functional test
Estlcam: Version: 10,xxx
CNC Motion Controller: AC-CNC2017-2S (REV03)

3.1 Connecting of CNC Motion Controller
Connecting the control card:
Now insert the Arduino Nano into the CNC Motion Controller.
Supply CNC Motion Controller with 24VDC (screw terminal "24V in").
In attention check the correct polarity.
Connect the CNC Motion Controller to the computer using a USB cable.

3.2 Setting the EstlCam Software

Settings in Estlcam:
Open Estlcam and got to „Setup->CNC Controller“
Tap Basic settings:
● Preset: nothing
● USB/COM port: YOUR COM Port
● Pin layout: Estlcam
Figure 3.2.1

Tap Spindle (if you use a HF Spindle):
● Lower RPM limit: 6000 rpm
● Upper RPM limit: 2400 rpm

Figure 3.2.2

Please refer the datasheet (from spindle manufacturer) of your milling spindle
for the exact connections and speed limits.
Tap Inputs:
End-switch 1, 2, 3;Probe input (SE); Error input(FE)
● Enabled: on
● Inverted: on
● Pull up 5V: off
See Figure 3.5.1 below.

3.3 Programm the CNC Motion Controller
Programming the CNC motion controller card with the help of the Estlcam software
Tap basic settings:
Press the Button: „Programm Arduino“

3.4 Preparation

Tools:
You need a voltage meter and a through tester or a corresponding instrument.
You also need a short piece of wire with 3mm naked ends
as a wire bridge, and a small screwdriver.

3.5 Inputs and outputs

Test the inputs (SE, FE, E1, E2, E3):
Open Estlcam and got to „Setup->CNC Controller->Inputs“

Figure 3.5.1

At the screw terminals, use the wire to bridge the limit switch 1, 2, 3; Sensor input and
error input (E1, E2, E3, SE, FE).

Figure 3.5.2

If all the inputs are working, this was shown as "triggered".
If problems occur, program the controller new, check all solder, check the installation
direction of the Optocoupler.
Measure if the screw terminals are connected to the + 5V.

Test the Outputs (A1, A2):
Open Estlcam and got to „Setup->View->CNC controller“
Check the Checkboxes, „Output 1“ and „Output 2“.

Figure 3.5.3

Figure 3.5.4

If the outputs work properly, measure + 5v at the outputs.

If you have problems, reprogram the controller, check the installation direction of the
LTV846 chip. At the output of the DC-DC converter, measure the + 5V.

Figure 3.5.5

Additionally check all relevant solder connections.
Testing the output (SpRel) for switching relays/milling spindles:
Open Estlcam and got to „View->CNC Controller (F2)“

Figure 3.5.6

In the control, press the "play" icon, the spindle is now turned on and the symbol now
appears in red.

Figure 3.5.7

Now you should measure at the screw terminal, + 5 volts.
For problems, proceed as described in "Test the outputs (A1, A2)".

3.6 Inverter and HF milling spindle

Testing FOR/DCM:
In the Estlcam Software:
Open Estlcam and got to „View->CNC Controller (F2)“
In the window, press the "play" icon, the spindle is now turned on and the symbol now
appears in red. (See figure 3.5.6)
Check the passage from FOR to DCM, the red measuring line of your measuring
device to FOR and the black to DCM.

Figure 3.5.8

Now you should measure a current pass.
For problems, proceed as described in "Test the outputs (A1, A2)".
Setting and testing from output 0-10v:
In the Estlcam Software:
Open „View->CNC Controller (F2)“. (See figure 3.5.9)
Set the speed to the upper speed limit of your milling spindle e.g. 24000 rpm.

Figure 3.5.9

Place a voltage meter at the output "0-10v".

Figure 3.5.10

In the control, press the "play", the spindle is now turned on and the symbol now
appears in red. (See figure 3.5.6)

Figure 3.5.11

Use a screwdriver to turn the adjusting screw of the precision potentiometer (next to
the Arduino Nano) counterclockwise to increase the voltage or to reduce the voltage
clockwise.
Set the voltage to + 10.0 v.
If you have any problems, make sure that the 24V connection is in fact 24V and that
everything has been poled correctly.
Testing the voltage of output 0-10v:
Example of the following preset parameters:
Lower RPM limit (LR) = 6000 RPM
Upper RPM limit (UR) = 24000 RPM
Turn off the milling spindle.
Berechnung des Drehzahl-Mittelwertes :
Result = ( UR - LR ) / 2
RPM = LR+ Result.
Result = ( 24000 – 6000 ) / 2 = 9000
RPM = 6000 + 9000 = 15000
Set a speed of 15000 RPM.
Turn on the milling spindle.
Your meter should now display + 5v.

3.7 Testing the driver ports (optional)
Test your XYZ and step xyz with the help of an oscilloscope:
For this purpose we put scanner tip 1 on dir x and GND and scanner tip 2 at step x and
GND. If your oscilloscope only has one scanner, you can carry out the measurements
sequentially.

Figure 3.7.1

In the Estlcam Software:
Open „View->CNC Controller (F2)“.
Process the X axis.

Figure 3.7.2

Depending on the direction in which you use X method, the measured values shown in
Figure 3.7.3 are as follows.

Step is a PWM signal and dir depending on the direction low (0v) or high (5v).

Figure 3.7.3

As with the above connection pattern, you can test each axis.
Of course you can also measure with a multimeter, but with an oscilloscope you can
observe the interaction of the direction changes and methods of the axes better.

4.0 Start-up the finished control card

The commissioning of the control card includes an interaction of electronic components and settings
in the control software of your machine, here EstlCam.

4.1 Limit switches and Inductive sensors

Figure 4.1.1

The control card allows the connection of one limit switch or inductive sensor at the X, Y and Z
axes. The switches, together with the control software, ensure that your machine only travels
within defined limits. This effectively prevents damage to your machine in case of faulty
G-code instructions.
The limit switches are connected to the control card according to the following scheme:

Figure 4.1.2

The figure shows the connection of the limit switches with inverted setting in the Estlcam
software. If the limit switches are closed, this is shown in the software under "triggered".

In the Estlcam Software:
Open „Setup->CNC Controller ->(Tap) Inputs“.

Figure 4.1.3

Instead of the mechanical limit switches, you can also connect induction sensors that
are operated with 5 volts.

Figure 4.1.4

Connect the sensors and then measure the voltage that is connected to the E1-3
terminals, then you can adjust them up to 5v at the potentiometer of the DC-DC
converter.

4.2 Stepper Motor Driver Module

Figure 4.2.3

The control card allows you to connect up to three stepper motor drivers.
These connect your control card to the stepper motors, and supply them with electric power.
The drivers regulate the direction and speed of the stepper motors.
The stepper motor drivers are connected as follows:
Version 1: Drivers are supplied with power supply for the motors.

Figure 4.2.4

Variant 2: Drivers require a separate 5V power connection

Figure 4.2.5

4.3 Stepper Motors

Figure 4.3.1

Stepper Motors Drive your machine with the help of threaded spindles or toothed belts. Here
is a bi-polar motor version with 4 connections.

Figure 4.3.2

The colours of the connecting cables on the stepper motors may differ depending on the
manufacturer or model.
To connect the Y and Z Motors, follow the example above.

4.4 Milling Motor, for connection to 230vac

Figure 4.4.1

Here we are now dealing with milling motors whose speed is not from the control card
is regulated. They usually have a AC power connection.
Here is now a way to switch them on and off via the control card.

Figure 4.4.2

Allow your milling to be connected by a skilled electrician, working on high power
AC, are life-threatening!
Use a solid state relay with zero crossing circuit, mechanical relays
can cause interference.
In the connection plan, we assume that you use a milling motor, which is operated with AC
power current.
Of course, you can also use the solid state relay to switch on and off the power.

4.5 Frequency inverter and HF spindle

Figure 4.5.1

Connection example using a Huanyang HY01D523B frequency inverter.

Figure 4.5.2

Please bear in mind that depending on the manufacturer or model, the names of the terminals
on the frequency inverter can differ.
Be sure to consult your frequency inverter's documentation before taking the example shown
in Figure 4.5.2.
We do not guarantee that your frequency inverter is compatible with the control card.
You may need to set the jumper on the frequency inverter.
Allow the frequency inverter to be connected by a skilled electrician, working on AC power
are life-threatening!

4.6 Sensor input (SE) and length sensor/touch plate

Figure 4.6.1

Through the execution of our control card it is possible to operate a tool length sensor, touch
plate or a touch pen parallel.
In the Estlcam Software:
Open „Setup->CNC Controller->(Tap) Inputs“.

Figure 4.6.2

If you want to use the sensor input, set it to active, inverted as shown in Figure 4.6.2.
The following schematic shows the operation of a touch plate and a tool length sensor in
parallel operation.

Figure 4.6.3

As soon as the tool touches the tool length sensor or the touch plate, the
The sensor input (SE) is switched on.
If you connect a line to the housing of your milling spindle, it is important that the
A continuous contact to the tool.
If the housing of your milling spindle is made of plastic, you can attach the pipe to the tool with
the help of a crocodile clamp.

4.7 Error input (FE)
When the error input is triggered, EstlCam stops executing the running G-Code program and
prevents the manual process of the axes via the control Panel. You can use the error input to
monitor, for example, a door at the house of the machine or similar, but always in connection
with a regular emergency from system.
Never use the error input as an emergency stop, the control card or the
software could fail!
In the Estlcam Software:
Open „Setup->CNC ‘Controller->(Tap) Inputs“.

Figure 4.7.1

Figure 4.7.2

4.8 Outputs A1, A2-Water pump and laser

Figure 4.8.1

Via the outputs 1 and 2 you have the possibility to switch devices such as
coolant pumps or a laser, the application is as diverse as you have ideas.
Open „View->CNC controller(F2)“.
Turn on the checkboxes, "Output 1" and "Output 2".

Figure 4.8.2

You can switch the outputs as in figure 4.8.2 manually in the EstlCam software or during the
G-Code execution as follows:
●
●

M8 Output 1 on
M9 Output 1 off

●
●

M10 Output 2 on
M11 Output 2 off

When you switch an output to ON, the respective screw terminal + 5VDC is connected, so you
have the possibility to switch solid state relays or a power MOSFET.
In the following schematic presentation we will show the possibility to switch a water pump
and a laser.

Figure 4.8.3

Use a solid state relay with zero crossing circuit, mechanical relays
can cause interference.

4.9 Connection to the computer and power supply
USB connection
To connect the control card to the computer, use a short, well-shielded
USB cable.
Do not place the USB cable along power lines, these emit
electromagnetic fields that could interfere with data transmission.

Power Supply-mains filter
The line network absorbs high-frequency interference, which can
negatively influence the function of devices. Before these high-frequency
interference voltages, a network filter protects the connected devices.
The high-frequency disturbances can have a negative effect on the data
transmission to the machine.
They occur, for example, when other devices are switched on or
such as washing machine or vacuum cleaner.
Let your electrician advise you on which network filter you are
best use to ensure your control and components are
Operate.

Control Card power supply
The control card is operated in addition to the USB input (5 VDC) with 24
volt DC current at the Screw terminal "24V in".
Make sure that the polarity is correct.
Use a high-quality stabilized power supply for operation.
Our CNC control card requires approximately 350 mAh.

For questions and suggestions, check out the www.arduinoclub.de.

5.0 Safety Instructions
1. Read these operating instructions carefully before starting work.
2. Do not leave any components unattended, they can be swallowed by children or pets.
3. When soldering is done at very high temperatures, make sure that your workplace is free of
combustible materials.
4. Do not touch any uninsulated parts of the soldering iron with the skin, there is a risk of burns.
5. To store the soldering iron, use only one approved storage.
6. Do not leave the soldering iron unattended.
7. Gases produced during soldering are toxic. Ensure good ventilation and a proper suction.
8. Work on electronic devices may only be carried out in a powerless state.
9. Do not allow work on electrical equipment to be carried out by a qualified electrician.
10. Do not make any changes to the PCB or its components, especially the power supply, type
and number of devices.
11. The maximum operating voltage on the USB port of the Nano is 5 volts, the maximum input
voltage at the connection "24v in" is 24 volts.
12. The control card may only be operated with DC current.
13. The control card must not be exposed to mechanical loads.
14. Keep liquids away from the control card.
15. Protect the control card from dust, humidity, sun exposure and strongly magnetized fields.
16. Operate the control card only under the supervision of persons.
17. Do not leave packaging around, these could become dangerous toys for children or pets.

6.0 Warranty and Guarantee
The legal warranty applies.
Warranty for the kit
We guarantee 6 months warranty on the kit.
The guarantee includes the free repair of the defects, which are demonstrably due to the use of
non-flawless material or manufacturing faults.
Since we have no influence on the correct and proper construction, for understandable reasons we
can only assume the guarantee of the completeness and perfect condition of the components.
The corresponding function of the components in the non-installed state and the adherence to the
technical data of the circuit is guaranteed in accordance with the soldering regulations, professional
processing and the required commissioning and operation. Further claims are excluded.
We do not accept any liability for any damages or consequential damages in connection with this
product.
We reserve the right to repair, remedy, spare parts delivery or refund of the purchase price. The
following criteria do not repair or void the warranty claim:
●
●
●
●
●
●

When soldering acid-containing solder, soldering or acidic
Flux, etc. was used.
If the kit was incorrectly soldered and built.
Incorrect operation or treatment.
Improper maintenance and repair by third parties.
Technical changes by third parties.

7.0 Disposal
If the appliance is to be disposed of, it must not be thrown into the household waste.
These must then be disposed of at collection points, where televisions, computers
etc. can be delivered (please inquire at your local office or in the
Municipal administration According to these electronic waste collection points).

